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The System And Mechanism Of Community In Japan
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Abstract

This research focused on the theme of system and mechanism of community in Japan. It is directed to see what extent was the community successful in creating, enhancing, fostering and exploiting people life in urban living space in Japan. This research is intended to search the nature of community form to promote a better urban living space which conform to local culture. The result of the research pointed that Ujikko system in Japan becomes the highlight of the activity of community life where the setting of community called Sato is. It remains the only formal conception with much apparent formality relevance to community form in Japan.

1. Introduction

The process of modernization of urban development in Asian cities apparently caused the transformation of community form which consisted of meaning, senses and values. This phenomenon also occurs in Japan where the community envisages dual life-style such modern and tradition. In Japanese traditional views, community emphasizes social intercourse in such that people enjoy a primary relationship and forceful sense of community. It is characterized by organic solidarity and interdependent members. In contrast, it is well known that modern life utilizes such facilities as communication and information which make a possibility to avoid encounters. Accordingly, modern stance makes people seem to put a premium on their individual life that refers to associative form. In fact, the existence of associative form seems to be dominant in urban life becomes inhuman since the linkage among people correspondingly diminished.

Coping with the above inhuman life, the community form—as a setting for human activities—in the view of Japanese will be explored to see the system and mechanism of community that organize the dynamism of local social life.

11 T. Yoyok Wahyu Subroto is a lecturer at Department of Architecture and Planning, Faculty of Engineering, Gadjah Mada University. This paper is presented at the International Seminar on Culture of Living organized by Technische Universitat Wien, Austria and Department of Architecture and Planning, Faculty of Engineering, Gadjah Mada University on February 19, 2005
mechanism and system of social life in Japan is in concert with community members way of living and it refers to socially suitable in such that conforms to individual needs and local culture. The system and mechanism of community then becomes a guide line in creating their living space pattern which leads this research arrives at the system and mechanism of community in Japan becomes the main focus of the research.

2. Importance

The dense population in cities, where according to Bhattacharya (1990) by the year of 2025 approximately one billion people will be living in urban centers of Asian countries, is necessary to be kept someone eyes open before it changes to be a crowd city. It may easily create such phenomena of social and economic problem which often refers to social chaos such as crime, an alienation, a mental stress, etc. The ongoing greatly social change and borderless society actually will affect the characteristics of community. One factor that makes the change is in expectation of the economic efficiency. To response this issue, a socio-cultural approach (which composed of beliefs values and symbol that organize much human behavior) is necessary (to equal the economic approach) to be conducted.

3. Community in Japan

3.1. The spirit of community

In order to know the Japanese community, it will be necessary as a starting point to identify the key element (basic idea) of the Japanese community. Japanese community is familiar with many annual festivals called matsuri. Matsuri actually related to historical background and GROUP of LIVING system of Japanese tradition. It is the one basic core ritual in general Japanese community to gain happiness. It is held to commemorate important events in related to farming activities. Matsuri in Japan actually constitutes the materialization of the unity between group of people and their ancestral to include their God or Goddess. In the word of Yoshihiro (1991) matsuri in Japan are a sort of religion. It can be identified by ritual activities which are predominated
when *matsuri* is performed. So it can be understood that initially *matsuri* among the Japanese may become the part of their life. In *matsuri* performance people who are living in same community seem to be elicit amicable relations beginning from its hard preparation until in the end of the performance. Participation in *matsuri* is carried out based on the basis of private interest. By involving in *matsuri*, people can interact each other as mutually supportive in handling conflict generally.\(^{12}\) *Matsuri* performs the living, creative and conservative nucleus of Japanese tradition. It also serves as a source of energy vitalizing the community. It is a brand of community life where the spirit of togetherness—a true sense of community—is existed. Moreover it constitutes all lanes and lines of Japanese civilization.

3.2. Community Way of Living

According to Kojiro (1977) the Japanese community originated in ancient Japanese agricultural communities in the period of Natural Shintoism. In primitive times, men used unsophisticated techniques to sustain themselves on nature yields. Their respect for nature had a religious feeling and they prayed to mountains, rivers, trees and stones as a symbol of that nature. As they act farming activities, it required great land area and vigorous communal workers. It caused they lived in very closely bound and the concept of *ubusuna-gami* and *ujigami* were developed.\(^{13}\) The equivalent of this community core is found in *Yamamiya* (mountain shrine), *Satomiya* (village shrine) and *Tamiya* (field shrine) and on the axis of religious activities connecting these places see Figure 3.1.

\(^{12}\) It is noted that nowadays the actual *matsuri* performance that initially related to the farming activities has been changed into a symbolic of community mainly in the city area. It caused by the majority occupation of community members are NOT related to farming activity.

\(^{13}\) *Ubusuna-gami* roughly means the guardian deity of the place where one was born while *ujigami* means the one's clan of *ubusuna-gami* (Nakajima, 1981)
Figure 3.1. Typical Traditional Japanese Community Core

In the later days of Shoden Shintoism became the Okumiya (Yamamiya: sacred spot situated at the top of a well shaped mountain/shintai: the dwelling place of God); Jinja (Satomiya: the place chosen at the foot of the mountain near a human settlement to greet the God, and Otabiso (Tamiya: the sacred place where the God is received in the middle of rice fields in order that prayers be offered for a bumper crop). respectively. Nakajima (1981) noted that the original meaning of the shrine (jinja) is a group united under a symbol of something higher (a God, kami) than man. Later, the Gods were personified and supposed to dwell in the shrine itself, and the word jinja came to indicate the building especially. Jinja, then becomes the central point of living space where the group of residents surroundings have responsible to maintain the jinja. They belong to local councils which are units of neighborhood community. This neighborhood community at least has annually festival called matsuri.

3.3. Spatial-Knit System in the Community

Matsuri usually involves a number of kumi members (a group of 40-60 families) who live about 100-150 meters of faces ROW HOUSES. In kumi there is
the smallest group of family (6 families) of Japanese community is called *mukou sangen nyo tonari* (three faces row-houses) which spread along 10 to 20 meters. They live within the territory of a shrine (*jinja*) which covers about four to five *kumi* namely *Sato* that consists of 200 houses. So here *jinja* as the central point people to commemorate their ritual activities, has a basic role to unify the *kumi* members. This role provides human contacts in which feeling commitment and identify in certain community are existed. It contains some domestic conventions that have to be acknowledged by community members.

3.4. *Ujiko* System

*Sato* as typical single community in Japan is organized by *Ujiko* system. *Ujiko* is a group of residents of the area of the *jinja*’s tutelage who responsible to maintain the *jinja*. They belong to local councils which are units of neighborhood community and have a role in guiding the area of community. The structure of *Ujiko* system can be explained as follows, (see Figure 3.2)

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.2. Ujiko System in Japanese Community**
3.5. Sato the Area for Living Space

Sato—as a group of kumi which contains 200 families—spreads along 400 meters and has an area of 400m x 400m. It should be noted that 400m is a distance that can be reasonably covered on foot. In spatial terms, the typical extensive community will cover an area of 1800m x 1800m including mountain and fields of which 400m x 400m are inhabited see Figure 3.3. The number of houses averages 200 houses with a population of 1000 people. It is intended to encourage the development of a community spirit. The 200 houses is divided into 4 or 5 kumi as an effective group or and active joint in activity group that serves of energy vitalizing the community. Meanwhile group of sato becomes a CHO that is inhabited by 5000 people and spreads along 1000 meters.

![Figure 3.3. Typical Extensive Community Area covers an area of 1800m x 1800m²](image)

4. Conclusion

The analyzing about community above can direct us to know that Japanese has own way in creating their living space system which is represented by Sato based on Ujiko system. It is initially organized by farming villages culture. It is a system and mechanism of community which is used for setting the
living space for the community in Japan where its members can find a sense of common good, shared lives, culture and views of the indigenous world and collective action within a unit of collective housing as well.
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